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Learn all about dinosaurs with Fly Guy and Buzz!Fly Guy and Buzz are ready for their next field trip!

And in FLY GUY PRESENTS: DINOSAURS they visit a natural history museum to learn all about

dinosaurs. With straightforward text, humorous asides, and kid-friendly full-bleed photographs

throughout, young readers will learn lots of fun facts about these prehistoric creatures.

Award-winning author/illustrator Tedd Arnold really brings nonfiction to life in this fun nonfiction

reader!
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The youngest here at my house is on the verge of moving on from Fly Guy. This gives me mixed

feelings. I am, of course, proud and pleased that she can pretty much read his regular adventures

by herself (and pleased she likes to read them to me). On the other hand, I will kind of miss him

when we're past that.The other good part is, that in this period anyway, this series of Fly Guy

science books are still both a little beyond her reading level and yet still quite fun and interesting.

Dinosaurs is no different, taking Buzz and Fly Guy to the Natural History museum to learn some

basic, and cool, facts about dinosaurs and some of their contemporaries. The facts are pretty much

right on scale for the general 4 - 6 year old and presented in a clear tone and voice. Fly Guy



provides some visual humor here and there, but mostly stays out of the way - these are nonfiction

books, not FG stories featuring dinosaurs (or space, or whathaveyou).Interesting and entertaining, I

hope Fly Guy continues to have a long and illustrious career, even if we will likely be stepping on

from it soon. Recommended.

Great, fun book for beginning readers. My son hated to read and now that we are finding books (like

this one!) that he actually enjoys he is reading without prompting! We are Fly Guy fans in this

household!

My boys love Fly Guy and I like that these books use a character they already know and like to talk

about a topic in an educational way. Fly Guy makes it fun. We also have the one on bats, space and

insects! Go Fly Guy!

My grandkids love Fly Guy and this is another great book. Fly Guy talks about Dinosaurs and it is a

good learning book for the kids. Tedd Arnold is wonderful with his Fly Guy. Another good book for

your collection.

K picked this book up from his school library.We love reading the adventures that Buzz and Fly guy

have. In this story we are learning about dinosaurs. We get to learn how big some dinosaurs where,

what paleontologist do, we get pictures of dinosaur bones and so much more. This is a fun read for

those that not only like dinosaurs but also that enjoy reading about Fly Guy. A great science book.

My 7 year old son loves the Fly Guy series. I bought him a few of them about two years ago and of

all his books, keeps those with him. He also takes them to school and shares them with his

classmates. They energies my son to read an h loves the adventures.

Purchased for my grandson (age 5) who is everything dinosaur.He liked the book very much and

that is what is important to me.The pictures were colourful and the language was easy for a child to

understand.

Great reading book for young minds and early readers. Does a nice job of providing phonetic

display of bigger words particularly dino classifications. Not sure the extra information buttom was

working well with the ebook. otherwise a great experience - I would recommend for young readers



and Dino lovers.
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